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Linear Puzzle

**Direction (1-5):** Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

Ten persons are sitting in two parallel rows containing five persons in each row in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent persons. In the first row, A, B, C, D and E are seated and all of them are facing south. In the second row, P, Q, R, S and T are seated and all of them are facing north. Therefore, in the given seating arrangement, each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. P does not face to D. B sits 2nd to the right of C and faces to T, who does not sit at the end. There is one person sits between T and Q, who faces to the person who sits immediate right of E. R sits diagonally opposite to A, who is an immediate neighbor of E.

![Row-1 and Row-2](image)

Circular Puzzle

**Direction 6-10):** Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

Eight persons i.e. A, B, C, D, P, Q, R and S are sitting around a circular table but not necessarily in same order. All are facing towards the center. D sits second to the left of Q. C is immediate neighbor of P. A sits opposite to B. There is one person sit between B and P. The person who sits opposite to P sits immediate right of S. D doesn’t sit third to the right of B.

![Circular Table](image)

Uncertain Number of persons

**Direction 11-15):** Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:

V sits fourth to the left of S. M is an immediate neighbor of V. D sits third to the right of M. K is an immediate neighbor of D. X sits second to the left of K. B sits at one of the ends of the row. A certain number of persons are sitting in a row facing north direction. B sits third to the right of A. Only five persons sit between A and S.
Direction (16-19):

16. Statements: All laptop are camera
   All camera are mobile
   No laptop is charger

Conclusions: I. Only a few charger being mobile is a possibility
   II. Only a few mobile is charger

Ans: Only 1 follow

17. Statements
   No mouse is keyboard.
   Only a few keyboard is pointer
   All pointer is monitor.

Conclusions: I. Only a few keyboard is monitor.
   II. Some mouse can be pointer

Ans: Both I and II follow
18. **Statements**
All white are red
All red are blue
Only a few black are red

**Conclusions:**
I. Some black is blue.
II. No black are blue.

Ans: Only I follow

19. **Statements:** All truck is car.
Only a few truck is road
All road is cycle.

**Conclusions:**
I. Only a few road are truck
II. All cycle can be car.

Ans: Both Follow

**Inequality**

**Direction (20-22):**

20. **Statements:** \( O \geq T \geq Y > R = D; \ E < W = R \)
**Conclusions:**
I. \( D = W \)
II. \( D > E \)

Ans: both conclusions I and II follow.

21. **Statements:** \( H > U \geq T \geq W = Q \leq L = M \leq F \)
**Conclusions:**
I. \( W < F \)
II. \( Q = F \)

Ans: Either conclusion I or II follows.

22. **Statements:** \( U < F \leq G = C < X \geq Z > S \)
Conclusions: I. G > Z    II. C > U

Ans: Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Direction Sense

Direction (23-25): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
Point T is in 8m south of Point P. Point S is in 16m east of Point T. Point Q is in 25m north of Point S. Point R is in 30m west of Point . Point V is in 16m north of Point U. Point P is in 14m east of Point V.

Alphabet Based

26. In the word ‘AVENGERS’, how many pairs of the letters have the same number of letters between them in the word as in English alphabet?

Alphanumeric Symbol Series

Direction (27-31): Study the following alphanumeric series carefully and answer the questions given below:

D % G $ & H J R 6 Y # I L 9 $ 7 @ V 1 X A 8 %

27. How many numbers in the series are preceded as well as followed by alphabets?
Ans: R6Y, V1X

28. If we eliminated all the numbers in this series then, which of the following element is 5th to the right of H?
Ans: I

29. How many numbers in the series are preceded as well as followed by symbols?
Ans: $7@

30. Which of the following element is 4th to the left of the element which is 5th from right end?
Ans: $
Direction (32-35): 7 persons A, B, C, D, E and G go for shopping on Seven different days one after another but not necessarily in the same order.

No one goes between C and D. No one goes between D and E. More than two persons go for shopping between E and F. One person goes for shopping between F and G. D goes for shopping before B. One person goes for shopping between A and C. B goes for shopping immediately before C. Two people go for shopping between C and D.

Ans:
D
E
B
C
G
A
F
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